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Abstract—Efficient routing of information between end-nodes
is a key enabler for secure quantum networks and quantum secret
key sharing, which rely on creating and sustaining entangled
states over time. However, such pairwise entanglements degrade
due to channel loss and the storage of the entangled photons at
the network nodes. The state of entanglement in turn impacts
fidelity, a metric which quantifies the degree of similarity between
a pair of quantum states. In this paper, we propose a routing
solution that satisfies threshold fidelity requirements imposed by
a receiver on the quantum information received from multiple
transmitter nodes. Our solution selects intermediate repeaters
from a pool of such nodes within the network to maximize the
sum-rate of quantum information transfer. To this extent, we
first provide expressions for the fidelity loss between adjacent
nodes as well as for the end-to-end quantum data rate. Then,
we propose a novel two-stage routing solution that (i) identifies
the k-shortest paths for each transmitter using fidelity as cost
metric and (ii) (heuristically) assigns a path for each transmitter
depending on whether the repeater nodes have a single or
multiple available memory units. Simulation results demonstrate
that our proposed fidelity-based routing solution satisfies a wide
range of fidelity requirements [0.6-0.79] while maximizing the
quantum information transfer rate, outperforming the existing
distance- and hop-based routing approaches.

Index Terms—Quantum networks, quantum repeaters, quan-
tum routing, quantum communication, entanglement

I. INTRODUCTION

The distribution of entangled photons between distant nodes
is of vital importance for realizing globally consistent quantum
network systems [1], as well as applications, such as quantum
secret key sharing [2] and teleportation [3]. This physical
process of entanglement couples a pair of particles, such as
photons, used to represent quantum bits (qubits) in quantum
communication. After entanglement, the state of each qubit
cannot be described independently, i.e., an operation on one
of them will affect the other, irrespective of the physical
distance between them. While the distribution of entangled
qubits benefits quantum communications, there exist a number
of factors that affect the quality of such entangled states over
long distances. This quality is represented by a metric known
as fidelity that quantifies the degree of similarity between
a pair of entangled qubits. Fidelity is impacted by adverse
conditions that arise due to transmission channel loss (optical
fiber attenuation [4]), quantum memory loss (dephasing [5],
and depolarization [6]). It is important to emphasize that
these losses exponentially scale with transmission distances
and with the storage time of qubits in memory. Thus, to

Fig. 1: Network topology with quantum repeater nodes R1-
R4, transmission channels, and end-to-end paths to receiver
Rx shown in bold lines. Paths from transmitters Tx1 and Tx2
have different fidelity requirements F1 and F2, respectively.

overcome distance-related losses, the use of quantum repeaters
that reduce inter-node distances has been widely studied by the
research community over the past years [7].
•Challenges and Motivations: The idea of using quantum
repeaters raises a number of unique research challenges for
the realization of quantum networks. Firstly, the use of a large
number of intermediate repeater nodes between transmitter
and receiver reduces inter-node distances, which improves
fidelity. However, inherent losses at the repeater nodes lower
the probability of successfully establishing end-to-end trans-
mission paths, decreasing the quantum data transfer rate. In
this context, joint consideration of fidelity and end-to-end data
rate while solving a routing problem in memory-equipped
quantum repeater networks remains an open challenge. Sec-
ondly, in practical quantum networks, nodes may have multiple
quantum memory units (QMUs) to store qubits and support
multiple simultaneous transmissions. Therefore, to best lever-
age network resources, routing solutions need to consider the
availability of single or multiple QMUs at the repeater nodes.
Lastly, there is a need for finding appropriate routing metrics
that capture the effects of quantum network imperfections
such as memory and fiber losses on the performance of qubit
transmission.

These challenges motivate us to answer the following fun-
damental questions: (i) How does the repeater selection impact
the end-to-end fidelity and data rate of a single path, and (ii)
how to design a routing solution that best leverages network



resources while satisfying fidelity and rate requirements for
multiple paths in a quantum network.
•Scenario of Interest: To answer the fundamental questions
above, we show in Fig. 1 our scenario of interest. This consists
of a quantum repeater network with multiple transmitters and a
single receiver. We note, however, that our work can be easily
generalized to multi-receiver networks as well. The transmit-
ters and receiver are connected through transmission channels,
typically optical fiber for distributing the entangled pairs. Each
repeater node is equipped with QMUs, which are used to
perform Bell State Measurements (BSM) for interconnecting
pairs of repeater nodes. Moreover, each transmitter may serve
a different application. Depending on the application, qubits
need to meet different fidelity requirements at the receiver end.
•Proposed Q-FiRM Solution: To address these unique chal-
lenges for the scenario of interest, we propose Q-FiRM, for
Fidelity-based Rate Maximizing routes for Quantum networks.
As a route selection algorithm, Q-FiRM maximizes the sum-
rate of qubit transfers for all transmitter-receiver paths, where
the received qubit from each transmitter is subject to a different
fidelity requirements set by the receiver. Specifically, we
propose a two-stage solution that first finds feasible paths
for each transmitter. Then, it selects one of the feasible paths
for each transmitter-receiver transmission flow. This selection
considers the availability of single or multiple QMUs at the
repeater nodes. For finding the paths, we modify the existing
k-shortest path routing algorithm, by using fidelity as a routing
metric. To this extent, we first provide the expressions for the
end-to-end fidelity and sum-rate that we then leverage in our
proposed Q-FiRM routing solution.
•Summary of Contributions:

1) We propose a two-stage routing solution Q-FiRM that
assigns paths to multiple transmitters in a quantum re-
peater network by maximizing the sum-rate of quantum
information transfer subject to meeting the threshold
fidelity requirements that are imposed by the receiver
on per transmitter basis.

2) We consider in the routing solution single or multiple
quantum memory units at each of the repeater nodes,
which in turn improves usage of network resources.

3) We propose the use of fidelity as the cost metric in the
classical k-shortest path routing algorithm. This metric
accounts for memory and fiber losses that affects qubits
along the paths in the network.

4) Simulation results demonstrate that our proposed fidelity
metric-based routing solution for rate maximization pro-
vides an improvement of upto 24.8% and 12% in sum-
rate compared to the traditional hop- and distance-based
routing solutions, respectively.

We organize the remainder of the paper as follows: we
review existing works related to repeater networks in Section
II. Then, in Section III, we discuss fidelity and transmission
rate metrics. In Section IV we present our proposed Q-FiRM
routing solution, followed by simulation results in Section V.
Lastly, we conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

This section discusses the fundamental concepts of repeater
and related works on routing solution in a quantum network.
• Quantum Repeater: A quantum repeater uses an entan-
glement swapping protocol that generates new long distance
entanglement using two shorter distance entanglements. In
this operation, the repeater node conducts the BSM on two
qubits, one from each entangled pair. The resulting classical
information output is used for the correction of the remaining
two qubits of each pair so that they become entangled [8]. This
entanglement swapping mitigates the transmission channel loss
inherent in achieving direct long distance entanglement [9].
• Quantum Repeater Network: A quantum repeater network
consists of multiple repeater nodes connected via optical fiber
transmission channels. Each repeater node is capable of storing
incoming qubits and conducting the BSM operations on them.
Several quantum repeater protocols have been proposed for
optimizing rate or fidelity. The works in [10], [11] focus on
estimating transmission waiting time and fidelity without con-
sidering cumulative losses inherent in transmission channels
and quantum memories. Similarly, the authors in [12] propose
a rate-centric shortest path entanglement routing protocol for
a square grid network topology. Further, the work in [13]
develops a routing algorithm that exhaustively finds all paths
between transmitter and receiver and then selects the path
using a custom end-to-end rate metric. The above works do
not consider the effect of network imperfections on fidelity of
the entangled qubits, which plays an important role in routing.

III. PERFORMANCE METRICS

In this section, we outline end-to-end fidelity and rate
metrics for a given path in a quantum repeater network, which
we use in our proposed Q-FiRM routing solution (Sec. IV).

A. Fidelity Metric

Fidelity is a metric that quantifies similarity between states
of two qubits. For the case of pure quantum state [14] consid-
ered in this work, the fidelity is calculated as F = ⟨Ψ|ρ|Ψ⟩ ∈
[0, 1]. Here, |Ψ⟩ is a reference qubit state, and ρ is density
matrix of one of the qubit state of an entangled pair received
at a node, which is impacted by the adverse transmission
environment. Statistically, the degradation of ρ is modeled
using stochastic Pauli Operators [15] with different weights.
The attenuation effect of transmission channel (optical fiber)
on this received qubit’s density matrix is modeled as [4]:

ρfiber(ρ) = (1− 0.75pfiber)IρI
† + 0.25pfiberXρX†

+ 0.25pfiberY ρY † + 0.25pfiberZρZ†,
(1)

where I, X, Y, and Z are Pauli Operators [15]. pfiber denotes
the probability of loss of this qubit in the fiber, which is given
by [4]:

pfiber = 1− (1− pinit) · 10(−ηl/10), (2)

where l is the distance over which the qubit is transmitted,
pinit is the probability that the qubit is lost after its generation,
and η is fiber attenuation factor.



The quantum memory results in dephasing and depolariza-
tion of this received qubit. The corresponding effects on its
density matrix are modeled as [4]:

ρdephase(ρ) = (1− pdephase)IρI
† + 0pdephaseXρX†

+ 0pdephaseY ρY † + pdephaseZρZ†,
(3)

ρdepol(ρ) = (1− 0.75pdepol)IρI
† + 0.25pdepolXρX†

+ 0.25pdepolY ρY † + 0.25pdepolZρZ†.
(4)

The parameters pdephase and pdepol denote the probabilities of
dephasing and depolarization, respectively, and are given by

pdephase = 1− e−△t·Rdephase , (5)
pdepol = 1− e−△t·Rdepol , (6)

where Rdephase represents the dephasing rate (in Hz), Rdepol

denotes the depolaring rate (in Hz), and ∆t is the time qubit
is in the memory.

The cumulative effect of these losses on the density matrix
and fidelity of the qubit transferred over a transmission channel
n are given by:

ρn = ρdepol(ρdephase(ρfiber(ρ))), (7)

Fn = ⟨Ψ|ρn|Ψ⟩ . (8)

For a transmission channel obtained by connecting two adja-
cent transmission channels (with entangled pairs’ fidelities Fn

and Fn+1) using a repeater, the resulting fidelity Fn,n+1 is
given by [1]:

Fn,n+1 = FnFn+1 +
(1− Fn)(1− Fn+1)

3
. (9)

This expression is recursively applied to calculate end-to-end
fidelity Fr(m) of the qubit transmitted over a path r(m) from
the transmitter m to the receiver, with multiple transmission
channels in between due to the use of repeaters.

B. End-to-End Rate Metric

The end-to-end quantum data rate Rr(m) between the trans-
mitter m and receiver connected through a path r(m) with N
repeaters (i.e., (N + 1) transmission channels) is calculated
by considering the total time Tr(m) required for achieving
successful teleportation (via end-to-end entanglement swap-
ping) of the transmitter’s qubit to the receiver. It comprises
of delays encountered in classical and quantum information
transfers (τc, τq), the BSM operations (τBSM ), and the qubits
corrections for the reconstruction of the information at the
receiver (τd) [3], given in Eq. 10. For a path with total distance
L, the total delay due to classical information transfer is
τc = L

c seconds and that due to entangled pair distribution
is τq = l

cfiber
seconds, where l is the length of the longest

transmission channel for qubit transfer among all the transmis-
sion channels present in the considered path. Thus, the total
time required for successful transmission of qubit over a path
is given by

Tr(m) = τc + τq + τBSM + τd. (10)

In a practical environment, the noisy quantum memory and
optical fiber impact the end-to-end rate. Thus, probability of
successful transfer of a qubit over a quantum channel n of
length l is given by psuccn = (1 − pfiber)(1 − pdephase)(1 −
pdepol). For a path r(m) from transmitter m to a receiver
comprising (N+1) quantum channels, this success probability
is written as P succ

r(m) =
∏N+1

n=1 psuccn in case of perfect BSM
operations. While for imperfect BSM operations, P succ

r(m) =(∏N+1
n=1 psuccn

)
(psuccBSM )

N , where psuccBSM represents a finite
probability of successful BSM operation at a node and its
exponent N denotes the number of BSM operations conducted
in the given path r(m). Note that for the perfect (imperfect)
BSM, psuccBSM=1 (< 1). The resulting end-to-end rate is given
by,

Rr(m) =
P succ
r(m)

Tr(m)
. (11)

The sum-rate of quantum data transfer from all the M
transmitters to a receiver is calculated as:

Rtotal =

M∑
m=1

Rr(m). (12)

A summary of all the variables used in rate and fidelity
calculations is provided in Table I along with their values used
for generating simulation results in Sec. V (similar to work
[4]).

TABLE I: Symbols used in Rate and Fidelity Expressions

Symbol Description Value
c Speed of classical information transfer over air 3e8 km/s
cfiber Speed of quantum information transfer over fiber 2e8 km/s
τBSM Time delay in memory for BSM 10e-9 s
τd Time delay for qubit correction 10e-9 s
η Fiber attenuation factor 0.15

dB/km
Pinit Probability of loss of entangled pair after generation 0.1
△t Time for which a qubit is stored in memory 10e-9 s
Rdephase Depahsing rate of a qubit in memory 10e6 Hz
Rdepol Depolaring Rate rate of a qubit in memory 10e3 Hz

IV. PROPOSED QUANTUM ROUTING

In this section, we first formulate the routing problem for a
quantum network. Then, we introduce Q-FiRM, our proposed
solution to ensure successful quantum data transmission from
multiple transmitters to a single receiver.

A. Routing Problem Formulation

We consider a network composed by M transmitters, a
single receiver, and a number of inter-connected quantum
repeater nodes, as we show in Fig. 1. The receiver imposes a
different fidelity requirement on the qubits received from each
transmitter, which is given by,

Fr(m) ≥ Fc(m), (13)

where Fr(m) is the final fidelity calculated from Eq. 9 for
transmitter m and a given end-to-end path r (m), and Fc(m) is
the minimum required fidelity for the qubit received from the



transmitter m, determined by the application at the receiver
end. We compute the M routing paths for all transmitter-
receiver pairs that maximize the sum-rate of quantum data
transfer (given by Eq. 12) subject to the individual fidelity
constraints in Eq. 13. Thus, we aim to solve the following
optimization problem:

maximize
r(1),··· ,r(M)

M∑
m=1

Rr(m) (14a)

subject to Fr(m) ≥ Fc(m), m = 1, 2, · · · ,M. (14b)

B. Proposed Routing Solution

Next, we introduce our solution to the problem presented
in Eq. 14. We propose a modified version of the k-shortest
path routing algorithm, which is an extension of the traditional
Dijkstra routing algorithm [16]. Specifically, our solution iden-
tifies the k routing paths with maximum fidelity in a quantum
network. This solution differs from the classical k-shortest path
routing algorithm that finds the k paths of minimum length.
However, considering fidelity as metric in the k-shortest path
algorithm alone does not guarantee that (i) minimum fidelity
requirements are satisfied for each of the M transmitters, as
given by Eq. 13, and (ii) the end-to-end quantum data rate is
maximized.

One solution to address (i) and (ii) is to enumerate all
paths from each of the M transmitters to the receiver [17],
identify feasible paths by eliminating those not satisfying
fidelity constraints, and select the path from the remaining set
of feasible paths that provides the highest rate. An alternative
solution is to set k to an arbitrary high value and then
check fidelity constraints. However, none of these solutions
are scalable with the network size. Thus, to provide a scalable
routing solution to address (i) and (ii), we propose Q-FiRM
that we describe next as the following two-stage approach:

1) A Scalable Constrained Fidelity-based Routing Solution:
In the first stage of Q-FiRM, we run our modified fidelity
metric-based k-shortest paths algorithm for each of the M
transmitters. For each transmitter, we start from a value of
k = 1. After each run, we check the condition given in Eq.
13 for all k paths. If all paths satisfy Eq. 13, we increase
the value of k in one unit and re-run the k-shortest paths
algorithm until at least one path does not satisfy Eq. 13. In
such case, all feasible paths for transmitter m are found. The
triggering of this stopping condition for all M transmitters
finalises stage one, providing a list of feasible paths from
each of the M transmitters to the single receiver. We note
that this approach alleviates the scalability issue that persists
on exhaustive search-based algorithms [17].

2) Sum Data Rate Maximization: The goal in stage two is
to assign one of the paths found in stage one to each of the M
transmitters, such that the sum data rate is maximized. We have
considered two network settings, in which nodes are either
equipped with multiple or a single QMU. In the former case,
paths from multiple transmitters to the receiver can overlap,
i.e., paths assigned to different transmitters can share repeater
nodes. In this case, the selected path for transmitter m is the

Algorithm 1 Proposed Routing Solution: Q-FiRM
Input: M,Fc(m), k0(m) = 1,m = 1, · · · ,M .
Output: r(m), ∀m : Assigned path for M transmitters.
1. Stage 1:
2. rc(m) = [ ], ∀m. (Stores feasible paths)
3. for m = 1, · · · ,M
4. rtmp = [ ], Ftmp = 1
5. while Ftmp >= Fc(m)

6. Obtain route rtmp from fidelity-metric based k-shortest
path algorithm with k = k0(m).

7. Calculate Fidelity Ftmp for route rtmp using Eq. 9.
8. if Ftmp >= Fc(m)

9. k0(m) = k0(m) + 1, rc(m) = [rc(m) rtmp].
10. end
11. end
12. end
13. Stage 2:
14. Calculate end-to-end rate Rr,∀r ∈ rall={rc(m), ∀m} (Eq.11).
15. Nodes with multiple memory units
16. For each transmitter m, select path r(m) with the highest R(·)
from its feasible paths list rc(m).
17. Nodes with single memory unit (Greedy approach)
18. Select one path with the highest rate from list of all feasible
paths rall.
19. Assign this path to r(·) of its starting node (i.e., transmitter).
20. Update list rall by removing paths (i) overlapping with the
selected path and (ii) starting from transmitter of the selected path.
21. Repeat this path selection for other transmitters until either all
M transmitters are assigned paths or the list rall becomes empty.

path that maximizes the sum-rate among all feasible paths for
this transmitter found in stage one. Thus, the path selection is
done on a per-transmitter basis, with no dependence on other
transmitters selection. We note that in the multiple QMUs case,
we maximize the sum-rate given by Eq. 12 and find the global
maximum to the problem in Eq. 14.

In the single memory case, we provide a heuristic solution
to the problem in Eq. 14. We consider a Greedy approach to
select disjoint paths from each transmitter to the receiver that
maximize the sum-rate. To do so, we first choose the path that
gives maximum rate from the complete list of all feasible paths
for all M transmitters. Then, we update this list by removing
i) overlapping paths with the chosen one that share at least
one node and ii) paths departing from the transmitter node
of the chosen path. We iteratively perform path selection and
feasible path list update until either we assign a path to all M
transmitters or the list of feasible paths is empty.

We summarize our proposed two-stage Q-FiRM routing
solution in Algorithm 1.

C. Complexity Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the worst-case complexity of
our proposed two-stage routing solution.

Stage One: The complexity in stage one is dictated by (i)
the k shortest path algorithm and (ii) the check of fidelity
constraint to identify feasible paths. The complexity of Yen’s
algorithm for solving the k-shortest path problem is given by
O(kv(a+ v log(v))) [18], with v the number of vertices (re-
peater nodes) and a the number of arcs (link connections). The



worst-case complexity in stage one corresponds to the case
where all paths found for any value of k satisfy fidelity require-
ments. Then, new searches are sequentially triggered for a one-
unit increased value of k, until the fidelity requirement is vio-
lated at value kmax. Thus, the complexity of the k shortest path
algorithm for stage one is given by MO(kmaxv(a+v log(v))).
Moreover, the complexity of checking fidelity constraints is
MO(kmax). Then, the total worst-case complexity for stage
one is M(O(kmaxv(a+ v log(v))) +O(kmax)).

Stage Two: For the case where nodes have multiple
QMUs, we perform M sorting operations of size kmax

using MergeSort obtaining a worst-case complexity given
by MO(kmax log(kmax)). For the case where nodes have
a single QMU, the worst-case occurs when the remaining
feasible paths after each path selection do not share com-
mon nodes with the already chosen paths. Therefore, at
each iteration of the Greedy approach, sorting operations and
updates of the list of feasible paths need to be performed.
This provides an upper bounded worst-case complexity of
MO (Mkmaxlog (Mkmax)) +MO (Mkmax).

The overall worst-case complexity of Q-FiRM for multiple
QMUs is MO(kmaxv(a + v log(v)))+MO(kmax log(kmax))
and for single QMU is MO(kmaxv(a + v log(v))) +
MO (Mkmaxlog (Mkmax)).

For practical quantum networks with multiple QMUs at
each repeater node, the worst-case complexity of an al-
gorithm in [13] that first enumerates all paths connect-
ing each transmitter to the receiver (kall) and then se-
lects the paths that maximize sum-rate is MO(kallv(a +
v log(v)))+MO(kall log(kall)). Our proposed Q-FiRM rout-
ing solution helps solve the scalability problem of such
exhaustive-search based approaches when kmax << kall,
which results from the imposed fidelity constraints in Eq. 14b.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we compare the performance of Q-FiRM
with distance- and hop-based routing solutions in a quantum
repeater network. We consider scenarios in which repeater
nodes are equipped with single and multiple QMUs.

A. Description of Quantum Repeater Network

We consider a quantum network topology that consists of 15
nodes placed randomly in an area of 20× 20 km2, as shown
in Fig. 2. In this network, a direct link between two nodes
is established if the inter-node distance is less than 10 km.
Moreover, we consider up to 5 transmitter nodes and one
receiver node with indexes {2, 4, 6, 7, 5} and {15}, respec-
tively. We choose the receiver node such that it has sufficient
number of incoming links, which enables it to receive data
from multiple transmitters. Further, we consider two scenarios
where all the nodes are equipped with either single or multiple
QMUs. We note that Q-FiRM can find routes for any generic
network topology. Further, it can find paths for any number of
transmitters and receivers while offering maximum sum-rate
and satisfying fidelity requirements for received qubits. We
use Matlab for simulating the quantum repeater network and

Fig. 2: Quantum Network

Q-FiRM routing solution. We write functions for calculating
fidelity and rate metrics that are called by Q-FiRM for paths
selection. Further, the considered values of network parameters
are shown in Table I.

B. Comparison of Q-FiRM with Existing Routing Schemes

In Fig. 3a, we compare sum-rates of quantum information
transfer obtained using our proposed fidelity metric-based rate
maximization routing with that obtained using the existing
hop- and distance-based routing metrics under the scenarios of
perfect and imperfect BSMs. The hop-based approach provides
path with minimum number of repeater nodes between the
transmitter and receiver, while the distance-based gives the
shortest distance path between them. We observe lower sum-
rates in case of the imperfect BSMs (dashed line) compared
to the perfect BSMs case (solid line), but these two scenarios
have same trend of the sum-rate change for the different
routing metrics. Thus, in the following results, for the purpose
of simplicity, perfect BSMs are considered in the results of
Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c. Further, we observe that our fidelity
cost metric-based Q-FiRM provides paths with upto 24.8%
and 12% better sum-rates compared to the hop- and distance-
based approaches, respectively. For fair comparison, we set
the fidelity requirements for qubits received from different
transmitters in our approach similar to what is obtained in
the comparative approaches. We provide this comparison for
multiple QMUs, which represents a practical quantum network
with each repeater node capable of routing multiple qubits.
C. Routing Performance: Single vs. Multiple QMUs at Each
Repeater Nodes

We want to highlight that our proposed Q-FiRM selects
disjoint (overlapping) paths that maximizes sum-rate of qubits
transmission from different transmitters to a single receiver in
case of single (multiple) QMU(s) at the repeater nodes. In the
former case, the disjoint path selected for each transmitter to
achieve maximum sum-rate may not be the best path rate-wise
for that transmitter. This results in lower achievable sum-rates
with a single QMU at each repeater node compared to multiple
QMUs case, as shown with dotted and solid lines in Figs. 3b
and 3c.



(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3: (a) Sum-rate comparison of Q-FiRM with existing schemes (psuccBSM = 0.9 for imperfect BSM operations case). Sum-rate
versus (b) number of transmitters and (c) fidelity plots for a quantum network with single and multiple QMUs at repeater
nodes considering perfect BSM operations (psuccBSM = 1).

In the Fig. 3b, we observe that on increasing the number
of transmitters, the amount of increase in sum-rate is more
for multiple QMUs case. Also, due to increased number of
transmissions in the network, the increase in sum-rate is intu-
itive. Further, in this figure, different fidelity requirements for
qubits received from each transmitter are set in step increments
of ∆F = {0.02, 0.04, and 0.06}, starting from fidelity 0.6
for qubit received from first transmitter. We observe that
imposing strict fidelity requirements with increased number of
transmissions limits sum-rate even in case of multiple QMUs.

In Fig. 3c, we consider a scenario where the receiver re-
quires the same fidelity for qubits received from each transmit-
ter. We observe that a lesser sum-rate is achieved in satisfying
high fidelity requirements of F = 0.75 for each of the 4 trans-
mitted qubits compared to the unequal fidelity requirements
of F = {0.6, 0.66, 0.72, 0.78} (case ∆F = 0.06) for the 4
transmitters case in Fig. 3b. These results also validate well-
known rate-fidelity trade-off present in the quantum networks.
Additionally in Figs. 3b and 3c, we observe constant rate with
different fidelity since the same paths are chosen under the
constrained optimization.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose Q-FiRM, a fidelity metric-based
routing solution for quantum repeater networks that considers
the availability of single or multiple QMUs at the repeater
nodes. Our solution finds the paths from multiple transmitters
to a single receiver that maximize the sum-rate of quantum
information transfer while satisfying different fidelity require-
ments for qubits received from each transmitter. To this extent,
we provide end-to-end fidelity and rate expressions for each
path that are leveraged in our proposed Q-FiRM solution as
QoS metrics. We demonstrate that Q-FiRM provides upto
24.8% and 12% improvement in sum-rate compared to tradi-
tional hop- and distance-based routing schemes, respectively.
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